Cherubic Hymn

Duration: 4:45 + 1:15 + 1:00

Intonation: #1 or #15 (see Appendix III)

Largo  \( \frac{5}{4} \)

by Athanasios Karamanis (1911-)
the Presiding Protopsaltis of Thessaloniki

First Mode

Let us who

Or τσ τσ heh rou

ee tah χε heh rou

let us who

my μυ mee

(νε) μυ mee stee

(νεν) ti stee c’ly kos

X X rep - re - sent the Che - ru

ει - κο - vi - ζο - τες και τη ζω - o

eek - o - nee - zo - ndes keh, tee zo - o
For brevity, the words in parentheses may be chanted in a monotone, or as follows if time allows:

that we may receive the King of all

ос тон Василеа тон олон иподахокон

os ton va-see-leh-ah ton o-lon ee-po-dhek-so-men-ee
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